Introduction
The Monte Car\o sinndation tedmique ia generally used @ evaluating uncertainty and involves a number of input variables, each one having an estimated probability distribution and one or more interrelationships among these variables. 1 Oil industry operations are carried out un&r conditions of uncertainty. Exploration, drilling, 2 development, and workovers face a high degree of uncertainty in their outcome. The systems approach, used with the complex and uniertain financial situation of oilfield ventures, provides a quick, more reliable solution.
System Concept and Approach
The systems approach can be applied when any type of problem-economic, engimwing, social, or bebavioralis b,eing solved. ti the oil field, it can be related to drilling, production, pipeline, oil reservoir, processing, or marketing systems. In the systems approach of problem solving, a conscious attempt is made to understsmd the relationabip between various parta of the systcm and to find alternative solutions after the objectives, constrains, pd restraints are identified. 3 Essentially, the systems ap preach is based on the conviction that before any func-, tional solution is implemented, one must examine ita rdtimate effect on other functional areas and on the entire system.
After the systcm is conceptudlzed, the systems apmoach is used in 10 stem to solve the moblem svstematca!.ly.These steps co~stitute the basic strum-e of the decision model.
1. Identifying'the problem. This requires 'konsciousand systematic recognition of the problem based on a scientific approach and systems'orientation. The ultimate purpose is the precise definition of the problem.
2. Formulating the goals and objectives. 3. Lkting the constrtits and restraints on tie basis of Assumptions.and environment, such, as ,finamcial, legal, and operational factors. 6. Determining the solution or the simulated behavior of the system under various options with the decision' model.
7. Selecting the acceptable solution or behavior of tie system on the basis of the acceptable criteria.
8. fmplenmnting the decision. 9. Monitoring the various control parameters. 10. Evaluating the collcctcd information during monitoring, and improvmg or redefining the system by changing control parameters or by critically examining the vsliiity of the ststcd goals and objectives.
Monte Carlo Simulation Model
This simulation is based on the probability of the occurrence of a number of pampeters that constitute a solution. It is aasumed with gocd reason that in the possible outcome of a given system, it is unnecessary for all favOrable or unfavorable parameters to occur at one time. The outcome is based on experimentation-i .e., mmdng the model many times to simulate the probability distribution of outcomes. 4~erefore, the Monte Carlo simulation model has been recognized as a very powerful tool for oil exploration ventures, "kcacrvoirparameter estbnations, and tinanckd analyses of all types of projects that involve risk and uncertainty.
Development of tha Simulation Modet
Development of the decision .rnodel for sbnulation involves the identification of (1) the system that is being studkd (e.g., reservoir hydrocarbon systems); (2) compnnenta of the system (fluid properties, reservoir rock boumfmy, and production data); (3) criterion variables (e.g., recoverable oil); (4) decision or controllable variables (e.g., rock volume, porosity, water saturation, and oil FVF's); and (5) functional or system relationaMps. In each simulation experiment, the elements of the decision mndel must be fidly spccitied before the model is nm. Development of the simulation model baa to lie based on the best available Imowlcdge of the actual system.
Basio Steps for Monta Carlo Simulation
Once alf tbe influential input parameters have been identified with the systems approach, the actual design of the sinndation proceeds. First, the cunmlative+istfibution curve for each of tie input parameters should be prepared. Then aR appropriate set of random numbers is assigned to represent the probability range of the input variables. The range of random numbers chosen can be from COto 99 if pmbabtities are speciikd in two significant digits, CSH) to 999for three digits, etc.
The simulation expefinient is conducted (or the model is run) by random sampling. Probabfity values are chosen randomly and tfsmlatcd by meana of cumulative distribution into unique values of each of the input parameters determined earlier. The random number is chosen nxmually or by computer. The second step is to introduce these simulated vafues into the mathematical model and to calculate the numerical vafues of criterion variables (i.e., outcome pammetcrs) or other operating characteristics of the system. It is importsnt that the numbefs chosen for tie probabilities be truly random. hz the design and im-' plementation steps, we study the iiiufated probability distributions of the outcome parameters and use them for selecting MI acceptable solution.
Simulation and Financial Anaiysi?
when simulation is usecin tinancial analysis, the applic.2-ble tcmn is "risk analysis." 1 The purpose of risk alIalYsis is to consider the impact of varidw factors (e.g., the seWlngprice, market price, and nxmket growth rate) on a fmcisl parameter, such m return on investment (ROf) discounted cash flow (DCF), or intemd fate of return (IROR). Let us consider the Monte Carlo simulation with the cash-flow model of a mude-oil producing venture. A simplified equations for recoverable oil, NP, is given bỹ
where A, h, d, S., "FR, and Be arc the tieId area, payzone thickness, rock porosity, water saturation, recovery factor, and oil FVF, respectively. If q; is the oil production during the ith yeas, then the sum of qi over the economic production~fe of the oil rcservoti will be equaf to NP. With the kRown decline or other engineering and teclmical considerations, the relationtilp between the annual rate of oil production and tie recoverable oil is established. Other parameters required for determiningg the cash flow are the initial @vestment, o~rating cost, annual depreciation charge, cofporate tax rate, selling price ,.
of crude oil, ,snd discouut rate for future revenues. The distribution of tie various depsndent vafiables is obtained from either experimentally determined values or other sources. WMI the steps given earlier for simulation, a probabfity distribution of the .annwd DCF'S cas be worked out. If the number of randomly calculated values of the DCF is 'sufficiently large, then the calcida@ DCF probability distribution will approach the true probabtity distribution, which is. &fined as the distribution that exists if the pmccss were conducted aD intinite number of times. 1 In this manner, the outcome of an oil production venture caR be expressed with the help of various financial modelsh and evaluation of the outcome by the Monte Carlo simulation method. The probability distribution of the overall profitabfity thus obtained displays not only the most likely outcome, but also the favorable and unfavorable pimsibtities and a measure of~e likelihood that such outcomes will occur. 1
The systems concept and the 10 simple steps for systems apprOach.to problem solving have been outlined, and the use of a smudation model for analysis of ventures bsving risk and uncertainty has been illustrated. Examples for the oil production industry have been given for the application of the simulation technique with various financial models @OI, DCF, and IROR). The principle caR be ap plied easily in a number of different situations with or without econo~c considerations.
